Subject and predicate

Grade 5 Sentences Worksheet

Underline the subject. Circle the predicate.

1. **My brother and sister want to be dentists one day.**

2. I plan to graduate from high school and attend college.

3. The teachers and the principals are having a meeting in the library after school today.

4. The man in blue and the woman in red are both excellent athletes.

5. My aunt and uncle cook dinner, walk the dog, and watch television every night.

6. Running and walking are both excellent forms of exercise.

7. This couch and that chair will be sold at the yard sale.

8. The fence and the gate need to be repaired.

9. The policeman and the firefighter eat and work together.

10. The basketball team and the baseball team attend training and participate in games.
Answers

1. My brother and sister want to be dentists one day.

2. I plan to graduate from high school and attend college.

3. The teachers and the principals are having a meeting in the library after school today.

4. The man in blue and the woman in red are both excellent athletes.

5. My aunt and uncle cook dinner, walk the dog, and watch television every night.

6. Running and walking are both excellent forms of exercise.

7. This couch and that chair will be sold at the yard sale.

8. The fence and the gate need to be repaired.

9. The policeman and the firefighter eat and work together.

10. The basketball team and the baseball team attend training and participate in games.